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V1.08 
Manufactured by "Computeria" Ltd.  
 

Electronic Lucid Dreaming Mask 
DreamStalker PRO 

 
Operation manual 
   
The DreamStalker PRO (further DreamStalker) helps enter lucid 
dreaming state easily. Lucid dreaming is dreaming with full 
awareness that you are dreaming. A good many psychologists 
consider discovery of lucid dreaming phenomenon the most 
important milestone in sleep research since Fraud. Dr. Stephen 
LaBerge in his "Lucid Dreaming" pioneering book brings different 
techniques developed in Stanford Sleep Research Laboratory. The 
research ascertained capability of any person to obtain amazing 
results entering lucid dreaming state and fully controlling his course 
of dreaming. 
Controlling your life in your dreams you can change abruptly the 
quality of your real waking life. Systematic, consecutive scheme set 
fourth in this manual will help you overcome old deep-seated fears, 
anxieties and terrors. It will help you master healing energy of your 
subconscious mind and reach unparalleled level of physical and 
mental health. With lucid dreaming you can wake up your creativity 
and bring it into your everyday life.   
Dreaming consciously you discover infinite ocean of freedom; you 
are limited by nothing and can do anything you will - literally, 
anything you can imagine. The only step to put it into practice is to 
realize your dreaming state. This is where the DreamStalker comes 
in. It is monitoring continuously your state and detects precisely the 
moment of dream onset. Then it gives you some reminders to 
become lucid while you are dreaming. It allows also to do reality 
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test just pressing a button. In addition, you can use the 
DreamStalker’s interior alarm clock to enhance your dream recall 
and to perform dream analysis. This alarm clock can wake you up 
some time after dream start. We recommend Dr. LaBerge's "Lucid 
Dreaming" book as an aid to be used along with the DreamStalker. 
This bestseller inaugurated wonderful scientific breakthrough. It will 
support your effort to change your life and to turn your dreams into 
reality. Techniques described in this book point out real pathway to 
self-exploration and self-development. It will open the door for you 
to realm of new adventures, new experiences, new perspectives. 
You will enter this realm lead by straight guide - the DreamStalker 
device. 
 
The DreamStalker's Printed Circuit Board is inserted into the mask 
made of black light-absorbing material. Figure 1 shows schematic 
picture of the DreamStalker's circuit board. 
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DreamStalker PRO controls- 
 1. ON/OFF button – turns the device on or off;  
2. SELECT button – enter preferences menu / select menu item / 
exit menu  
3. ENTER button – enter selected menu item;  
4. [+] button – increase value;  
5. [-] button – decrease value;  
6. 4-digit display  
7. Sound speaker producing sound cues;  
8. Two AAA battery compartment (use ALKALINE batteries);  
9. [CHECK] button – reality test and other functions;  
10. Infrared eyelid motion detector;  
11. LEDs for light cues;  
12. Vibrator for tactile cues;  
13. 3,5mm mini earphones jack;  
14. Microphone to record voice messages;  
15. micro SD memory card slot (installed on bottom part of the 
circuit board). 
 

Getting started 
  
Insert 2 AAA alkaline batteries into battery compartment observing 
polarity strictly. 
Just after you insert batteries the device displays software version 
number (for example F1.00 stands for version 1.00). Then the device 
tests type and readiness of sound codec installed. Depending on 
result the display shows the message [Co02], [Co03] and so on; last 
2 digits stand for codec type. If the codec does not response or 
response improperly then the display shows [CoEr] message  – 
Codec Error. Then the device tests whether micro SD card is present 
in its slot. [noSD] message appears when the slot is empty. In this 
case insert a card in the slot and press ON/OFF button briefly. If 
[noSd] message appears again it may be because card's pins became 
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impure. Then remove batteries from compartment; press and 
release the card to remove it from the slot. Then wipe pins of the 
card with clean cotton cloth; insert card in the slot again and install 
batteries. 
When card is detected then its efficiency check takes place, along 
with battery charge level check. Before test starts the display shows 
message [test] and during check process - message [o]. 
The device performs system restart automatically in case of  
* any failure connected with memory card  
* card absence 
* deep battery discharge (when charge level is insufficient for 
proper device functioning) 
  
If after passage of this test the device do not start working and do 
not show the clock but launch the same test again and again, then  
* remove batteries from compartment  
* check up efficiency of a flash card 
* insert serviceable card into the slot 
* install new ALKALINE batteries into compartment 
  
After successful micro SD test passage the system launches card's 
contents check. In particular SYSTEM folder is checked. If it does not 
exist or fail to open because of file system damage, the display 
shows [SDCL] message. If this is the case you must 
* remove batteries from compartment 
* format micro SD card according to FAT16 file allocation table and 
copy to it all proper files and folders (by means of any computer 
card reader) 
* insert the card into its slot 
* return batteries into compartment 
 
Do in the same way if any errors occur during operation with files 
(play or record). For instance, file cannot be recorded or a file 
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different from recorded one is played. It means that files on a flash 
card are damaged. Files are being damaged usually because of 
improper flash card usage. For instance, when you remove batteries 
in course of voice recorder operation. If all initial tests are passed 
successfully then the device jumps into its operation mode. In this 
case 12.00 digits (dot is blinking) appear on display. This is internal 
clock. It shows that the device is turned on. (Below is described how 
to set actual time).  
  
CAUTION! Do not touch electronic components of turned on device 
from bottom side of the board for it can lead to operation failure.  
To perform operating actions like settings change, recording and 
playing voice messages etc. put the device on a clean dry surface. 
Do not touch any device component with metal things. Do not allow 
any moisture (water, sweat, solvents) to drop onto device 
components for it may result in operation failure or even in full 
damage of the device. 
 
Learn the Controls 
  
Power supply of the device is turned on and off with Power  button 
(ON/OFF). Turned on the device displays [On] message, then 
performs system check as listed above and jumps to clock display 
mode showing current time. 
 
Clock display goes out after 30 sec if no button pressing detected, 
for the purpose of energy saving. You can turn it on again pressing 
briefly any button above the display. The display will turn on 
accompanied with melody signal. You can turn circuit power off 
ONLY from clock mode; [OFF] message is displayed when it done.   
 
Preferences menu of the DreamStalker contains the following items:  
1. [CLSE] (Clock Setup) - actual time setup;  
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2. [UtSE] (Wake Up Timer Setup) - timer delay setup;  
3. [EnSE] (Enhancement Setup) - enhanced adjustments menu 
setup;  
4. [Cotr] (Counter of Triggering) - amount of triggering in a night;  
5. [CLtr] (Clock of Triggering) - time points of triggering;  
6. [d-05] (Detector Sensitivity) - eye motion detector sensitivity 
setup;  
7. [du-0] (Duplex) - duplex method on/off;  
8. [UP-2] (Wake Up) - wakeup mode choice;  
9. [AL-0] (Alarm) - alarm clock on/off;  
10. [Fr-2] (Frequency) - wakeup signal frequency;  
11. [Od-4] (Off-Duty Factor) - wakeup signal duty cycle;  
12. [br-3] (Brightness) - light cue brightness;  
13. [LE-3] (Level) - sound cue volume level;  
14. [F-07] (Duration of a Series of Flashes);  
15. [S-07] (Duration of a Series of Sound Signals);  
16. [CHUP] (Wake Up Signal check);  
17. [CHdt] (Motion Detector check);  
18. [SEtd] (Restore Default Settings); 
 
To enter MENU mode it is necessary to press Select button and hold 
it down until you hear long beep. To exit MENU mode and to return 
to clock mode it is necessary to press Select button and hold it down 
again  until you hear long beep.  
 

1. Actual time setup. 
[CLSE] 

Once you turned on MENU mode CLSE (Clock Setup) message is 
displayed. It signifies the first menu item. To  enter it press ENTER 
button. Now you can set current time using [+] and [-] buttons. To 
return to MENU mode level use SELECT button. To return to CLOCK 
mode press Select button and hold it down until you hear long 
beep.  
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2. Timer delay setup  
[UtSE]  
The DreamStalker decides when to give you cues to remind you that 
you are dreaming based on the movements of your eyes. The 
greatest number of eye movements in sleep occur in REM sleep, 
when dreaming occurs. However, your eyes will also move around 
when you are lying awake in bed, and in the transition period 
between waking and sleep. To enable you to fall asleep without 
being disturbed by cues triggered by the eye movements that 
normally occur during sleep onset, the DreamStalker is equipped 
with a “delay” feature. Starting a delay prevents the DreamStalker 
from giving cues for a period of time, so that you can fall asleep 
without interruption.  
Recommended delay time is 3-4 hours. To set the delay select UtSE 
(Wake Up Timer Setup) menu item and press ENTER button. Now 
using [+] and [-] buttons you can set the delay time you need. The 
timer is turned on and off by ENTER button. If the timer is turned off 
then time counter is reset to zero. If the timer is launched then a 
dot is present in outside right corner of display. To return to MENU 
mode level use SELECT button. To return to CLOCK mode press 
Select button and hold it down until you hear long beep. Now you 
may wear the mask on and go to sleep. Clock display goes out after 
30 sec if no button pressing detected, for the purpose of energy 
saving but the device continues operation. You can  turn it off 
completely by pressing Power button (ON/OFF).  
Two opportunities of quick timer setup are provided for the device. 
To set timer delay equal 20 minutes you can press simultaneously 
[Enter] and [-] buttons and hold them down for 1 second until you 
hear short beep. The display will show successively [Set-] and 
[00.20] messages. This means the timer is turned on and set to 20 
minutes. 
To set timer delay equal 3 hours and half minutes you can press 
simultaneously [Enter] and [+] buttons and hold them down for 1 
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second until you hear short beep. The display will show successively 
[Set-] and [03.30] messages. That means the timer is turned on and 
set to 3 hours and half. 
The mode is available also to reset and turn off the timer quickly. To 
turn the timer off it is sufficient from the CLOCK mode to press 
simultaneously [+] and [Enter] or [-] and [Enter] buttons and hold 
them down for 1 second until you hear short beep. The display will 
show successively [Clr-] and [00.00] messages.  That means the 
timer is reset to 00.00 state and turned off.  
“Simultaneous” pressing means that the you initially press the 
former button of 2 mentioned above and then – the latter one. For 
example when you press [+] and [Enter] [+] button is the former and 
[Enter] is the latter.  
 

3. Enhanced Setup menu 
[EnSE] 

To enter Enhanced Setup menu press the [Enter] button. That menu 
is built only in PRO version of the DreamStalker.  
3.1. Before (bE-0) — All voice messages stored in BEFORE folder will 
be played back before the device give you sound and light cues. This 
mode can be changed by [+] and [-] buttons: “1” means it is turned 
on;  “0” means it is turned off. [Enter] button launches playback of 
the messages and allows to skip between them. [CHECK] button 
allows to delete existing message and to record new one into file 
named MYRECORD.WAV in “BEFORE” folder. [Select] button stops 
current message playback and allows to switch to the next menu 
item. If you press [Select] button and hold it down for 3 seconds you 
leave "Enhanced Setup" menu and jump to the main one. 
3.2. After (AF-0) - All voice messages stored in AFTER folder will be 
played back AFTER the device give you sound and light cues. This 
mode can be changed by [+] and [-] buttons: “1” means it is turned 
on;  “0” means it is turned off. [Enter] button launches playback of 
the messages and allows to skip between them. [CHECK] button 
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allows to delete existing message and to record new one into file 
named MYRECORD.WAV in “AFTER” folder. [Select] button stops 
current message playback and allows to switch to the next menu 
item. If you press [Select] button and hold it down for 3 seconds you 
leave "Enhanced Setup" menu and jump to the main one. 
3.3. Scene (Sc-0) - All voice messages (pre-recorded dream 
scenarios) stored in one of SLEEP01 - SLEEP09 folders will be played 
back after the device give you light and sound cues. Playback folder 
can be changed by [+] and [-] buttons: number displayed from “1” 
to “9” means Sc-0 mode is turned on and the folder from SLEEP01 
to SLEEP09 is chosen;  “0” means that the mode is turned off. 
[Enter] button launches playback of the messages from chosen 
folder and allows to skip between them during playback process. 
[CHECK] button allows to delete existing message and to record new 
one into file named MYRECORD.WAV in chosen folder from SLEEP01 
to SLEEP09. [Select] button stops current message playback and 
allows to switch to the next menu item. If you press [Select] button 
and hold it down for 3 seconds you leave "Enhanced Setup" menu 
and jump to the main one.  
3.4. Recording (rd-0) — Automatic recording mode of dream 
content. It is useful in case you have switched the alarm clock (AL-1) 
to wake you up after a minute from series of cues, when the lucid 
dream is already being developed. Then you wake up and switch the 
alarm clock signal off by pressing [CHECK] button (you may leave 
the mask put on). If Recording (rd-1) mode is turned on you hear 
voice message suggesting to press [CHECK] button within 5 seconds 
and to record your dream by voice recorder. If you do that within 5 
seconds you hear the message that recording starts after a beep. 
Otherwise after 5 seconds you hear the message that recording 
canceled To complete recording your message press [CHECK] button 
another time. Messages recorded by you are stored in RECORDS 
folder, in WAV format. If you are in RECORDING item of "Enhanced 
Setup" menu then [Enter] button allows you to listen messages 
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from the RECORDS folder. By pressing [Enter] button within the 
current message playback you skip to the beginning of the next one. 
[CHECK] button starts new message. [Select] button stops the 
current message and makes a jump to the next menu item. If you 
press [Select] button and hold it down for 3 seconds you leave 
"Enhanced Setup" menu and jump to the main one. 
3.5. Volume Level (LE-5) — Lets you adjust the volume of music and 
voice messages playback. (The dreams recalled and recorded 
according to 3.4 menu item are always played back at the highest 
volume). [+] and [-] buttons change volume level from 1 to 9, that is 
from the lowest to the highest one. [Select] button allows to jump 
to the next menu item. By pressing [Select] button and holding it 
down for 3 seconds you leave "Enhanced Setup" menu and jump to 
the main one. 
3.6. Tune (tu-0) — Playback of special music or sounds enhancing 
relaxation and falling asleep.  Playback starts automatically from 
one of TUNES01 – TUNES09 folders since 1 minute from turning on 
and setting up the timer UtSE. You can choose appropriate playback 
folder by pressing [+] or [-] button successively. “1” displayed 
corresponds  TUNES01 folder and “9” displayed corresponds  
TUNES09 folder. “0” means that “Tune” mode is turned off. [Enter] 
button launches playback of sound files from chosen folder and 
allows to skip between them when pressed during playback. [Select] 
button stops current file playback and allows to switch to the next 
menu item. If you press [Select] button and hold it down for 3 
seconds you leave "Enhanced Setup" menu and jump to the main 
one. Note that long file playback results in faster battery discharge. 
3.7. Delete voice recorder messages (dELE) — Deletes all messages 
from RECORDS folder. Just press [Enter] button. - The numbering of 
recorded files will be reset and start from the number 00001.  
3.8. Flutter (FL-0) — Turns on vibration cue in addition to light or 
sound cues. Vibration do not function in duplex mode. To check the 
vibrator you may press [Enter] button — it will be turned on for 3 
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seconds. Do not hold vibrator's rotary head with your finger for it 
may lead to damage of the device. You can control this mode by [+] 
and [-] buttons: numbers from 1 to 9 on the display correspond to 
vibration intensity level (the higher number the more intensive is 
vibration); number “0” means that vibration cue is turned off. 
[Select] button allows to jump to the next menu level. If you press 
[Select] button and hold it down for 3 seconds you leave "Enhanced 
Setup" menu and jump to the main one.  
3.9. Speaker (SP-1) — This mode controls built-in speaker of the 
device. You can do this with [+] and [-] buttons. “1» displayed 
means that the speaker is always turned on; sound is transmitted 
through the speaker and through the earphone jack simultaneously. 
“0” means that the speaker is always turned off; sound is 
transmitted through the earphone jack only. [Select] button allows 
to jump to the next menu level. If you press [Select] button and hold 
it down for 3 seconds you leave "Enhanced Setup" menu and jump 
to the main one.  
CAUTION! On micro SD card you can find folders called AFTER, 
BEFORE, SLEEP01 - SLEEP09, TUNES01 - TUNES09. Last digit in 
SLEEP0… and TUNES0… folder names corresponds to the number 
chosen in menu of appropriate mode using these folders. You can 
copy additional files in mp3 (mono/stereo) and wav (mono/stereo) 
format to these folders. In this case not only MYRECORD.WAV file 
(recorded by the device itself) will be played back but also all 
additional files, in their order of been stored on the card. Maximum 
mp3 file bitrate to be decoded is 128kbps; maximum wav file 
sample rate/ capacity is 16000Hz/8bit uncompressed PCM or 
22100Hz/4bit IMA ADPCM. File names may contain Russian or Latin 
characters, spaces, underlines but they must be not longer than 8 
characters. (For example 12345678.mp3 file name satisfies this 
rule). To convert your mp3 sound files with bitrate exceeding 128 
kbps or wav files with sample rate exceeding one mentioned above 
you may use "Audio Files Converter" software stored on flash card 
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in folder with the same name. You can view files stored on  micro 
SD card and copy new files on it by means of any computer card 
reader supporting SD cards. The device supports only micro SD 
cards with less than 2Gb capacity. The slot with automatic snapping 
and holding of the inserted card is used in the DreamStalker. To 
remove a card from its slot press and release it. 

Then extract a card keeping for its edges. Card is inserted in the slot 
with its pins from downside and its label from upside, as shown on 
the photo. 
 

4.  Counter of Triggering 
[Cotr]- choose this menu item to view the number of triggering in a 
night. That is how many times the DreamStalker detected REM 
(rapid eye movement) phase and gave corresponding light and 
sound cues during your sleep. The type of those signals, their 
brightness, volume and duration depend on the DreamStalker's 
adjustments made. To return to menu use [Select] button. The 
number of triggering is reset to zero automatically when you set the 
timer delay (UtSE).  
5. CLtr (Clock of Triggering) – to look through the time points where 
the DreamStalker triggered last night choose this menu item by 
[Select] button and press [Enter]. The display will show the number 
of triggering and its time alternately. The next triggering can be 
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viewed by pressing [+] button, the previous one can be viewed by 
pressing [-] button. To return to menu use [Select] button. 
 
CAUTION! Menu items from 5 to 14 described below contain 
different settings and adjustments of the device. They can be 
modified directly with [+] and [-] buttons. That is, it is not necessary 
to press [Enter] button to go into these menu items as well as 
[Select] button is not necessary to press to exit them. 
   

6. Detector sensitivity adjustment 
[d-05] 
You can select this menu item with [Select] button. Set up eyelid 
movement detector sensitivity level by pressing [+] and [-] buttons. 
Minimum value corresponds to maximum device sensitivity. You can 
choose the sensitivity best for you by experience. For example if at 
sensitivity level 5 you wake up too many times through the night 
then you select higher value. If you would like to get more 
awakenings select lower level than you have. 
  

7. Duplex mode on/off 
[du-0] 

Select this menu item with [Select] button. Set the value you need 
by pressing [+] and [-] buttons. The DreamStalker can communicate 
with you through dreaming process. That is, you can affect its 
behavior by moving your eyes. When duplex mode is on and when 
you enter REM phase the DreamStalker generates series of cues 
(waking signals) gradually increasing their intensity. When cues 
become noticeable to the dreamer he recognizes he is dreaming 
and enter the lucid dreaming state. Then he signals to the device 
with particular eye movements so the device ceases to generate 
cues. It was determined by research that dreaming person moves 
his eyes in full conformity with movement of his sight in dream 
environment. That phenomenon makes possible to establish two-
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way communication (called duplex method in this document) 
between dreaming person and the DreamStalker. Duplex mode 
embodying that method in the DreamStalker has three degrees, 
from 1 to 3. The numbers correspond to light, medium and 
persistent wakeup mode. Number 0 corresponds to the duplex 
mode turned off.  
How to cease the cue generation in duplex mode: when you have 
realized in dream environment the signals of DreamStalker as 
lucidity cues, you must move your sight UP, then DOWN, then UP 
again, while remaining in dream state. Do that 5 or 6 times spaced 
by 0,5 - 1 second. It means you must turn your eyes up (cast a 
glance at the sky for instance), then look down (at the ground for 
instance, or at you boots, shoes etc.) - the device will recognize your 
eye movements and stop generation of cues. 30 second space is 
sewn in the DreamStalker's software after each cue series which 
come with progressive intensity rise. The highest wakeup signal 
duration in duplex mode depends on [du] value selected in the 
menu: du = 1, du = 2 and du = 3 correspond to 3, 4 or 5 minutes 
accordingly. 
The duplex mode is better to use after you have acquired some 
experience working with the DreamStalker in ordinary wakeup 
modes. When you use this mode set the fall-asleep delay timer to 4 
or 5 hours. For the device just wake you up if you are not being 
aware of dreaming and (or) do not give it appropriate command 
with your eyes. 
Out of duplex mode, the device gives cues with the intensity set up 
hard by preliminary settings; there is no dreamer's influence on it. 
So, the intensity selected may occur either too weak to reach 
dreamer's consciousness or too high to let him stay in a dream 
state. The duplex mode in its turn enables to fit the wakeup signal 
intensity considering the dreamer's current state of mind. It results 
in much higher chance to go lucid. So, you can use either ordinary 
waking modes or one of duplex mode degrees, by your choice. 
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8. Wakeup mode selection 

[UP-2] 
Choose this menu item with [Select] button. Set the mode of 
wakeup signals you need by pressing [+] and [-] buttons. Three 
modes of wakeup signals are available. Mode 1 is light, Mode 2 is 
medium and Mode 3 is persistent. number 0 displayed corresponds 
to adjustable mode. Mode 3 is the most intensive. It is for really 
deep sleepers.   
The above modes are based on the following light and sound level 
and duration:  
Mode 1: brightness – 3, sound off, duration – 2 sec.  
Mode 2: brightness – 6, sound off, duration – 6 sec.  
Mode 3: brightness – 9, sound - 2, duration – 10 sec.  
Duty cycle in each of 3 modes is 4 (i.e. 40%).  
 

9. Alarm on/off 
[AL-0] 

 
The DreamStalker provides this feature to help you develop your 
dream recall, which is essential for success with lucid dreaming. 
People are most likely to recall the details of a dream if they are 
awakened from it. If you choose, the DreamStalker's internal alarm 
clock will awaken you from your dreams, so that you can recall 
them clearly. 
Press [Select] button to enter this menu item. Turn the alarm clock 
on or off by pressing [+] or [-] button. number 1 on display means 
the alarm clock is on; number 0 - is off. The alarm clock plays 
melody since 1 minute from giving you a series of cues (regardless 
of mode you set up). It is played for 1 minute and can be turned off 
by [CHECK] button. In this case wakeup process is ceased and the 
device switches into clock mode unless automatic dream record is 
turned on. To continue operation you need to set again wakeup 
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delay timer. If you failed to turn the alarm clock off the device 
determines that it failed to wake you up so it switches back to REM 
sleep monitoring.  
 

10. Adjusting the DreamStalker's cue frequency 
[Fr-2] 

Choose this menu item with [Select] button. Press [+] and [-] 
buttons to set the value you need within the range from 1 to 5. That 
will correspond the amount of light and sound cues per second. This 
option is active only when the adjustable mode of operation [UP-0] 
is on and when duplex mode [du-0] is off. 
  

11. Adjusting duty cycle of cues 
[Od-4] 

Choose this menu item with [Select] button. Press [+] and [-] to set 
the value of duty cycle you need, within the range from 3 to 9. It 
corresponds real duty cycle from 30% to 90%. The higher the duty 
cycle value the longer light and sound signals become and the 
shorter pauses between them. This option is active only when the 
adjustable mode of operation [UP-0] is on and when the duplex 
mode [du-0] is off. 

12. Light cue brightness 
[br-3] 

Choose this menu item with [Select] button. Press [+] and [-] to set 
the value you need, within the range from 1 to 9. The higher the 
value the brighter flashes emitted by LEDs. This option is active only 
when the adjustable mode of operation [UP-0] is on and when the 
duplex mode [du-0] is off. 

13. Sound cue volume 
[LE-3] 

Choose this menu item with [Select] button. Press [+] and [-] to set 
the value you need, within the range from 1 to 9. The higher the 
value the louder sound from the DreamStalker's speaker. This 
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option is active only when the adjustable mode of operation [UP-0] 
is on and when the duplex mode [du-0] is off. 

14. Light cue series duration 
[F-07] 

Choose this menu item with [Select] button. Press [+] and [-] to set 
the value you need, within the range from 0 to 99 seconds. The 
value "0" means that light cue is off. This option is active only when 
the adjustable mode of operation [UP-0] is on and when the duplex 
mode [du-0] is off.  
 

15. Sound cue series duration 
[S-07] 

Choose this menu item with [Select] button. Press [+] and [-] to set 
the value you need, within the range from 0 to 99 seconds. The 
value "0" means that sound cue is off. This option is active only 
when the adjustable mode of operation [UP-0] is on and when the 
duplex mode [du-0] is off.  
 

16. Wakeup signal check 
[CHUP] 

Choose this menu item with [Select] button and press [Enter] to 
check installed wakeup signals. 
CHUP mode enables also to hear voice messages when they are 
turned on in "Enhanced Setup". To leave this mode use Select 
button.  
 

17. Motion detector check 
[CHdt] 

In this mode you can CHECK eyelid motion detector as well as train 
to turn the device off in duplex mode, by moving your sight up and 
down. 
Find dark room and put your hand at the distance of 5 cm from 
motion detector: you will hear a sound showing that the 
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DreamStalker monitors the motion of your hand. Now install the 
circuit board into the mask and put it on. Close your eyes and do not 
move them: the sound must end up. Now move your sight upward 
(i.e. cast a glance upward under your closed eyelids): you must hear 
a sound. Move your sight down: there will be another sound. 
Repeat this way a few times spaced by 0,5 - 1 sec. until you hear 
long melody signal witnessing that your eye movements recognized 
correctly. So you have learned to turn the DreamStalker off in 
duplex mode. Note: working in REAL duplex mode the DreamStalker 
will not emit brief sounds to react to your eye movements. It will 
give you only one sound signal witnessing that you eye movement 
be recognized: that will cancel wakeup cues. 
 

18. Resetting all adjustments to default values 
[SEtd] 

If you wish to reset all the adjustments to their default values 
choose this menu item with [Select] button then press [Enter]. It will 
reset microcontroller and restart the software so all settings will 
return to their initial values. You will need to set up actual time as 
well. When doing this the "[FX.XX]" message is displayed where X.XX 
is the DreamStalker's software version. 
 

Functions of [CHECK] special button 
This button is located in the middle of the mask under battery 
compartment,  separately from other buttons. It can be pressed 
directly through the mask cloth when the mask is put on your face. 
Pressing of this button performs different functions depending on 
current operation mode. 
 
1. Reality test. Three versions are available: 
a. The device is turned on and clock mode is on (regardless of the 
display state): then two long beeps and light flashes follow the 
button press; the display shows [CtrL] and [ON] messages in series. 
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b. The device is turned off: then two long beeps and light flashes 
follow too; but the display shows [CtrL] and [OFF] messages in 
series. 
c. Fall-asleep delay expired so eye movements are monitored; then 
any [CHECK] button press causes [CtrL] and [UP] messages on 
display followed by long beeps and light flashes. So, you can use 
[CHECK] button not only to check reality but to check current mode 
of operation as well. 
 
 
 
2. Extending fall-asleep delay. 
30 seconds before fall-asleep delay expires the device flashes 2 
times at the lowest level of brightness, with the delay of 2 seconds. 
In those 30 seconds, if you are still awake you can extend the timer 
delay with [CHECK] button. Every press (followed by short beep) will 
extend the timer delay for 10 minutes. If you do not press the 
button for 5 seconds then melody sound is played witnessing that 
new delay time is stored. So when pressing [CHECK] button do not 
make spaces more than 5 sec.  
3. Turning alarm clock off.  
When the alarm clock wakes you up with its signals you can cease it 
by [CHECK] button. If automatic dream record is on than you hear 
the message suggesting to record your dream by voice recorder; 
subsequent instructions will follow by voice too.  
4. Turning off playback from TUNES01 – TUNES09 folders. 
The playback from these folders starts automatically since 1 minute 
from UtSE timer triggering. To cancel it press [CHECK] button one 
time. The display will show [CtrL] and [On] messages followed by 
two long beeps and LED flashes, just similar to reality test.  
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Working with DreamStalker: the summary 
 
After the first installation or replacing of batteries you should set 
actual time since accurate time is necessary to locate properly 
triggering points of the device. Then you are to set fall-asleep timer 
delay; then turn the timer on and quit to the clock mode. The 
display will go out after some time but the device will contonue 
working. You may test its condition with [CHECK] button. If you 
entered the “Tune» (tu-1) mode then mp3 file playback starts, since 
1 minute you launch UtSE timer. Files from one of TUNES01 – 
TUNES09 folders are played back depending on menu options. If the 
folder selected contains a list of files you can skip to the next file by 
pressing [ENTER] during playback. To cancel playback use [CHECK] 
button.  
The playback ends automatically 50 seconds prior to fall-asleep 
delay expiration. 30 seconds prior to fall-asleep delay expiration the 
device will flash at the minimum brightness. Now, if you are not 
asleep yet you can extend the timer delay by pressing [CHECK] 
button. Each press of the button extends fall-asleep delay by 10 
minutes. Then melody sound will be played witnessing that new 
delay time is stored. After the expiration of the timer delay the 
device goes to eye movement monitoring mode in order to catch 
REM phase during sleep. If your eye movement activity exceeds the 
particular level then the DreamStalker starts to give you its cues 
since two minutes from REM phase detection, according to the 
mode selected: 
1. The ordinary wakeup mode or adjustable (non-duplex) wakeup 
mode has been selected: the device gives you cues according to the 
values set by its software or by you. 
2. Duplex mode of any degree has been selected: the device begins 
from the weakest wakeup cues then makes a space and gives 
stronger cues and so on, according to the degree of the duplex 
mode selected unless you have stopped it earlier with your eye 
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movements. The degree selected determines the upper limit of cue 
intensity. 
The series of wakeup signals is followed by 1-minute hibernation 
period. Then, either the alarm signal sounds for 1 minute (press 
[CHECK] to cancel) or the hibernation period lasts for 1 extra minute 
(when the alarm clock is off). Note : when you have canceled the 
alarm signal by [CHECK] button the device stops monitoring REM 
phase and switches into clock mode displaying current time; to 
continue monitoring you must set the fall-asleep delay again. When 
you haven't canceled the alarm signal or when the alarm clock 
haven't been set the device returns to REM monitoring and wakeup 
cycle is repeated. 
CAUTION! If you turn the DreamStalker off with your eye movement 
in duplex mode then the wakeup cycle is not repeated so the device 
returns to clock mode. That aims to let you stay in lucid dreaming 
state for long time and then to sleep calmly till the morning 
uninterrupted in REM periods.  
If you have selected automatic dream recording then after canceling 
the alarm clock signal with [CHECK] button you hear the message 
suggesting you to press [CHECK] button within 5 seconds and to 
take record of your dream with the voice recorder. If you've done 
that then you hear the message suggesting to start recording after 
the beep. When you have completed the recording press [CHECK] 
button again. If you didn't start recording after the beep then after 
5 sec you hear the message that recording canceled. After all, the 
device returns to the clock mode displaying current time. To 
continue operation you must set the fall-asleep delay again. In the 
morning you can check how many times the device have given you 
its cues. The recommended quantity is from 10 to 20 times per 
night. If the number of cues you received last night was within this 
range (if you had a regular night’s sleep), leave the sensitivity 
setting at its current  
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setting. If the number of cues you received last night was much less 
than 10, you will probably want to increase the sensitivity. If the 
number of cues much more than 20, you may decrease the 
sensitivity. The sensitivity may decrease a bit because of battery 
discharge. Considering that you may set up the sensitivity level 
slightly higher, or replace batteries. 
  

The distinction between DreamStalker PRO and ordinary 
DreamStalker 

  
1. Built-in voice recorder to record your own voice messages. You 
can play those messages: 
a. before the light, sound or vibration cues start; 
b. after the light, sound or vibration cues end;  
c. as the reminder of dream scene with dreamsigns, to become lucid 
in; The concrete scene you may select from menu; it will be played 
back according to the item 3.3 (page ...). 
2. Automatic start of the voice recorder to record your dreams. 
Contains appropriate voice instructions and do not require to put 
the mask off your face.  
3. Automatic (during the fall-asleep timer count-down) playback of 
high quality mp3 files with relaxation music, nature sounds etc.  
4. Vibration lucidity cue that can be used along with the light and 
sound ones.  
5. You can connect headphones to utilize all functions of the 
DreamStalker while not disturbing people around you. It will allow 
you as well to make use of some specific sound technologies of 
sleep induction that effective only with headphones.  
6. The micro SD slot available with up to 2Gb capacity allows to 
store a lot of music as well as not to limit yourself with the quantity 
of voice messages. 
7. You can use the buit-in speaker to play music and voice messages, 
if you dislike headphones.   
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8. You may copy to the flashcard pre-recorded sound files from your 
computer (in MP3 and WAV format) and then use them as voice 
messages according to operation mode selected. In their turn, you 
can copy messages with your dreams recalled back from micro SD to 
computer. Later they are to be played with any appropriate 
software (e.g. Windows Media Player).  
 

Some hints about use of the DreamStalker 
 
You can sleep on your back or on your side as you accustomed 
yourself. It is not recommended to sleep with your face down 
because of risk of the mask displacement. It this case the eye 
movement detector may malfunction. 
You can choose initially from built-in modes to use when sleeping 
with the DreamStalker (duplex mode is off). As you gain experience 
with  
the DreamStalker, you may choose to use the adjustable sleep 
mode, for which you can specify your own selection of cue type. Or 
you can switch to the duplex mode of cue adjustment. Wast 
majority of users is getting good results with built-in modes, 
sometimes when the alarm signal is added.  
The REM phase begins to take noticeable part of sleep cycle since 4-
6 hours of sleep. So good fall-asleep delay should be 2-4 hours. 
Closer to the morning REM periods occupy the longer part of sleep 
so dreams are longer and brighter. If you woke up at that time for 
some reason, the fall-asleep delay could be less – 20 or 30 minutes. 
The DreamStalker is most effective in couple with another lucid 
dream induction techniques. Some of those techniques are 
described, for instance, in well-known book “Exploring the World of 
Lucid Dreaming” by Stephen LaBerge. There you can find one very 
effective method call MILD (Mnemonic Induction of Lucid Dreams). 
Here is the summary of it. 
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When you awaken from a dream in the night (naturally or with 
alarm signal), first recall it in as much detail as you can. Recall 
whether any unusual lights appeared. Then visualize yourself back in 
the dream you just awakened from; Concentrate on the thought, 
“The next time I'm dreaming, I will remember to recognize that I'm 
dreaming.” And see yourself becoming lucid. Cycle through last 
steps until you fall asleep.  
You can simulate the situation with the DreamStalker. So, while 
visualizing the dream you just awakened from, press [CHECK] 
button to make the device give cues. When the cue occurs, 
concentrate on the thought, “The next time I notice the cue in a 
dream, I will remember to recognize that I'm dreaming.” Repeat this 
some times. 
Because the DreamStalker can occasionally awaken you from 
dreams, it offers an opportunity for entering lucid dreams through 
false awakenings. A false awakening is a dream in which you dream 
that you have just awakened! After the DreamStalker has awakened 
you a few times, you may develop the expectation that when the 
cue turns on, you will wake up. Thus, in a little while, the cue may 
turn on, and you think it’s awakened you, but you are actually still 
dreaming! Then, weird things will start to happen in your (dream) 
bedroom, and you will need to keep your critical mind about you so 
that you can realize you are still dreaming.  
 
You can turn DreamStalker-induced false awakenings into lucid 
dreams by diligently performing Reality Tests every time you think it 
has awakened you. Use the CHECK button, and watch and listen 
carefully to the flash and beep to make sure that they behave as 
they do when you are awake.  
 
If you take the mask off during an awakening, closely examine your 
bedroom, and read a digital clock, or some text, while trying to get 
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the letters or numbers to change. If something is not right, you are 
probably dreaming.  
 
Look for dreamsigns in your daily life and do the reality testing as 
much as possible (according to Stephen LaBerge). In particular, 
collect sources of light in your environment: patches of sunlight in 
window, car headlights, searchlights etc.), asking yourself, “Am I 
dreaming?” 
It is undesirable to use the DreamStalker continuously every night. 
Because your mind will get accustomed to it. Try different modes, 
adjustments etc., then put the device away for some time and try go 
lucid on your own. Then try the DreamStalker's assistance again. 
This is the best way. 
 

Ways of Having Lucid Dreams with the DreamStalker 
 
1. On Cue: Recognizing the DreamStalker’s Cues in Dreams  
In a cued DreamStalker lucid dream, the dreamer sees an unusual 
light in the dream scene (for example, the lights of the room start to 
blink), and realizes, “That’s the DreamStalker cue—I must be 
dreaming!” Once you have seen and recognized the DreamStalker’s 
cue, you know you are in a dream, and are therefore lucid 
dreaming. It’s up to you what to do next.  
 
It is important to keep in mind, however, that the DreamStalker cue 
can appear in your dreams in as many different forms as there are 
different dreams. This is not to say that the cue will never look the 
same twice—it probably will—but rather to encourage you to 
establish a habit of scrutinizing the lights in your environment, 
asking if they might be the DreamStalker. You began this practice 
with the Looking for the Light exercise .  
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A common obstacle for beginning lucid dreamers, with or without 
the DreamStalker, is awakening too soon, before the lucid dream 
has a chance to develop into something really interesting. This 
problem can be associated with DreamStalker lucid dreams, 
because the cue that stimulates you sufficiently  
to rouse you from your fuzzy-minded dream state to lucidity may 
bring you near to awakening. Fortunately, there are ways of 
delaying awakening from lucid dreams. One of the best seems to be 
spinning, which is discussed in Dr. LaBerge's book.  
 
2. Taking Lucidity With You: Falling Asleep Consciously  
Entry into the dream directly from the waking state is one of the 
oldest known methods for achieving lucidity. Tibetan Buddhists 
have been practicing techniques for crossing the boundary into 
dreams while maintaining waking consciousness for at least a 
thousand years. The DreamStalker can assist you in having “wake-
induced lucid dreams” (WILDs).  
 
The DreamStalker occasionally causes awakenings from the dream 
state. When you wake up out of the middle of a dream, your brain is 
in a condition in which it is likely to want to reenter the REM state 
quickly. Thus, if the DreamStalker wakes you up, and you fall asleep 
again shortly thereafter, you may be able to directly enter into a 
dream while holding onto your desire to be lucid.  
  

Lucidity Cues – a key to lucid dreaming 
 
The DreamStalker will give you reminders to become lucid while you 
are dreaming, in the form of flashing light or beeping sound cues. 
The light comes from red light-emitting diodes (LEDs) in the eye 
holes of the mask; the sound comes from a speaker. Whenever the 
DreamStalker detects enough eye movement activity, it will turn on 
the cue for you to become lucid.  
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This technique of cueing lucidity makes use of the fact that some 
kinds of events in your sleeping environment can enter your 
awareness, and hence, your dreams. You may have experienced this 
phenomenon if an alarm clock, telephone, or other noise has ever 
entered into your dream as part of the ongoing dream story. 
Flashing lights work well as cues because they are gentler to your 
consciousness than many other sensations. Therefore, they are 
likely to enter dreams rather than causing awakenings. Sound cues 
are useful to people who sleep deeply and therefore tend not to 
notice light cues.  
 
To benefit from the DreamStalker’s lucidity cues, you will first need 
to set your mind to notice lights around you, and to question 
whether you are awake or dreaming when you see them. This 
training is very important, because the cues can appear in an 
amazing variety of forms inside the dream. You will likely only see a 
few of the cues the DreamStalker gives you. Some cues may awaken 
you, which will provide an opportunity to re-enter the dream state 
with lucidity directly from the waking state. Other cues may pass by 
without you noticing them at all. Your ideal cue will enter your 
dreams several times in a night, while not disturbing your sleep with 
too many awakenings.  
 

Reality testing 
 
An essential part of the process of becoming lucid in a dream is 
testing the world you are in to see if it is the waking world or a 
dream world. The button [CHECK] on the front of the DreamStalker 
makes this testing easy.  
Mechanical devices in dreams hardly ever work the way the real 
devices would in the waking world. It seems to be especially difficult 
to duplicate the effect of a light switch in a dream—the brain is 
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apparently not well equipped to create the sensation of a light 
suddenly turning on and off on demand.  
Pressing the button on the DreamStalker results in two flashes of 
light and beeps — if you are awake! In a dream, however, the 
[CHECK] button on your DreamStalker will not work the same way. 
Usually, in dream, there will be no light flash and sound beep, 
although something else strange might happen. This is particularly 
helpful as a reality test, because when people sleep wearing the 
DreamStalker, they often have dreams of waking up in bed still 
wearing it, or of walking around in public wearing it. The key is to 
remember to press [CHECK] on the DreamStalker anytime you find 
yourself wearing it, and to observe whether or not the light and 
beep occur as in waking. If they do not, then you are probably 
dreaming!   
 

Using Your Mind 
 
Knowing how to operate your mind for lucid dreaming is as 
essential as understanding the DreamStalker’s functions. The 
Course in Lucid Dreaming by Stephen LaBerge will provide most of 
the training in this department, and the following exercises are for 
the special needs of DreamStalker users. The Catalog of Lights and 
Buttons shows you what some of the experiences of seeing the cue 
in dreams and pressing the [CHECK] button have been like for 
others. The Looking for the Light exercise will help establish your 
consciousness of lights in your environment. Read the Catalog of 
Lights and Buttons now, then begin the Looking for the Light 
exercise.   
 
Catalog of Lights and Buttons (adopted from the NovaDreamer(R) 
manual by "The Lucidity Institute") 
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The types of incorporation of the DreamStalker lights in dreams fall 
into three categories. The first is the light cue appearing in your 
dream, either in a disguised form or simply as a flashing light like 
you see when awake. The second type come from Reality Tests with 
the button. The third category is appearances of the DreamStalker 
device itself in the dream scene or in the topic of the dream. This is 
a very important type of incorporation that many people have used 
to become lucid. Simply noticing that you are walking around 
wearing a DreamStalker should be quite enough to tell you that you 
are dreaming!  
 
As you read about the experiences others have had with the 
DreamStalker (some of these are from the DreamStalker, but the 
principle is the same), imagine that it is you seeing the cue, or the 
device, in your dream. In cases where the dreamer has erred in 
interpreting the meaning of the cue, vow to yourself that you will 
not make the same mistake. Imagine seeing the cues for yourself, 
and saying, “That is the DreamStalker, and I am dreaming.”  
 
Important Note: Although the DreamStalker LEDs are red, do not 
expect that the lights must look red in dreams. They very often 
appear white, or even some other color.  
 
Lights  
Alternating rows of small red and blue flashing lights alert me to be 
lucid.  
 
Lightning flashes at precise intervals, like clockwork.  
 
As we break through the tree canopy, the sun is very bright.  
 
I am running across salt flats on a bright day.  
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Bright objects or airplanes are whizzing by.  
 
I’m in a massive subterranean complex controlled by a central 
computer with a mind of its own.  
I’m running down level after level, trying to escape its watchful eye. 
I can’t hide from it—a flash of light goes off and I say, “The 
computer is trying to trap me,” and I run further. The next flash 
appears and I think, “The computer has found me!” After awakening 
I realize the computer was the DreamStalker, and it was just trying 
to tell me I was dreaming!  
 
I’m at work unloading a truck, directing a group of employees. 
Suddenly, a blinding flash of light fills the entire scene. I cover my 
eyes because of the intensity of the light and shout, “Shut off the 
turn indicators,” as if the light were coming from the truck’s turn 
signals!  
 
I am on a spaceship and we seem to be being invaded. During the 
struggle all the lights flash.  
 
The wall behind three miners playing cards looks like glittering 
white gemstones reflecting off the walls in an even geometric 
configuration.  
 
I see a soft flash of light behind a tall building against the night sky.  
 
I see a new and unfamiliar reflecting pool. The sun reflects and 
sparkles in the water.  
 
A brilliant white light flows into the aviary, brightly illuminating the 
cage’s wires.  
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We are looking for refrigerators. My friend finds a full-sized 
stoplight mounted on a stand with a hand crank to operate it. She 
stands there having fun flashing the yellow light at me.  
 
I note the light flashing on as I open the oven.  
 
I see bright reflections off the front window.  
 
We are running from Big Brother in the woods. I ask my daughter if 
she has brought a flashlight.  
She says yes, and flashes it at me several times.  
 
A police car is chasing me with its lights flashing.  
 
I’m in an apartment with family members. The power goes out and 
back on and the lights flash.  
 
As I walk up a street, twice someone sets down a Duraflame log that 
explodes nearby.  
 
As I step into a doorway, bright light shines from a car parked in 
front of the door.  
 
I’m in a big house with students and there is an earthquake 
warning. I see alarm lights flashing.  
 
A bush turns neon lavender.  
 
I am at dinner at my parents’. The lights flash and my first impulse is 
to be annoyed at my mother for flashing the room lights, but I 
quickly realize it’s the DreamStalker.  
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While I am looking under my bed, a lamp underneath turns on so 
brightly I cannot see anything.  
 
I am leaving a meeting of secret national security people and as I 
step into the reception area, I am hit by a wall of red-white light. My 
first thought is that it is a cleansing light, like a UV antiseptic, but 
then I realize (as I’d rehearsed at bedtime), “It’s the DreamStalker!”  
 
The break between buildings at a cross-street lets the sun in my 
eyes.  
 
There is a bright red flash from a strange counter-top auto-teller.  
 
I’m surrounded by the popping of flash bulbs with afterimages of 
orange circles.  
 
There is a huge, orange, mandala-like circle with concentric rings  
 
I see a beautiful pattern of gold and yellow diamonds that fills my 
field of vision.  
 
Dad turns the lights up far too bright, then they suddenly dim, and I 
think a bulb burnt out.  
 
The scene changes from dark night to bright as noon day. 
Incorporation of light cues: undisguised  
 
I am sitting with two friends when the sound goes off and the lights 
flash.  
 
When I see the light I wonder what it is because in my dream I think 
I have taken the mask off.  
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I see a flash of light and press the button. No flash. I think, “This is 
great; I must be dreaming!”  
 
I see the flash in my dream and my first thought is: “That’s the 
DreamStalker!”  
 
Bright red light floods my eyes.  
 

Buttons 
 
I “awaken” and press the mask button. I am about to accept it 
because I hear the beep, but there is no flash of light so I try it 
again. Still no light, so I get up and take off the mask to see that I am 
in a different bedroom and can see “my” body asleep on the bed.  
 
The DreamStalker flashes and I press the button for a Reality Test. It 
doesn’t work, but instead of becoming lucid, I rationalize it by taking 
off the mask cover and discovering that I’ve broken the switch.  
 
I awaken and press the mask button, but it doesn’t work. I become 
lucid.  
 
I am back in my bed. I try to reach the mask button to do a Reality 
Test but my arm is numb and very heavy. I finally reach it, but 
nothing happens.  
 
I decide I’m awake, wearing the DreamStalker in a car at the grocery 
store. I press the mask button, and see no flash. “Hey! I’m still 
dreaming!”  
 
Someone asks me what I have on my head. I tell them it’s the 
DreamStalker. I’m embarrassed because I realize I’m walking around 
with just the mask on with the cord dangling down and I must look 
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pretty silly. Although I realize the reality tester button won’t work 
(because its not plugged into the DreamStalker), I press it anyway 
and become lucid.  
 
I am adjusting the settings on the DreamStalker. It occurs to me to 
press the reality tester. I do. It doesn’t work. I try it again, and again 
it doesn’t work. An electric jolt of excitement races through my 
body as I realize I am dreaming!  
 
I think I’m awake, and try to push myself up in bed. I either press 
the mask button or the mattress, and hear a “BOING!”(a springy 
sound; kind of cartoonish). I press the mask button again, and get 
the same faint sound... but “boing” is not right, I must be dreaming!  
 
The DreamStalker flashes. I press the button to turn it off, because it 
was flashing very brightly, for a long time. It doesn’t stop flashing. I 
explain, “It must be malfunctioning.” I push the DreamStalker up on 
my forehead, but it is still flashing in my eyes. I realize I am 
dreaming.  
 
The DreamStalker flashes in my eyes, which I think strange, because 
the mask is around my neck. I think I could be dreaming, so I put the 
mask on my face and push the button, and since it doesn’t work it 
confirms that I am dreaming.  
 
I sit up in bed. Gold-painted styrofoam bits rain down from the 
ceiling onto the nightstand. That’s odd, I note to myself. I realize I’m 
holding the DreamStalker mask in my hands, so I press the Reality 
Tester button. Nothing happens. I yell joyously to my dream version 
of my mom, “It’s a lucid dream!”  
 
Presence of Lucid Dream Induction Device  
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I have to excuse myself from dinner—while wearing the 
DreamStalker—so that I can go upstairs and rest to collect another 
15 minutes of DreamStalker data.  
 
I’m wearing the DreamStalker throughout the dream....everyone is 
trying to tell me how to have lucid dreams and I’m irritated—after 
all, I’m wearing a DreamStalker—what more can I do?  
 
I awaken in bed wearing the DreamStalker mask, but somehow I 
don’t know what it is—it doesn’t say “DreamStalker” on it, and the 
mask doesn’t have a star on it. Each time the cue flashes I take the 
mask off and think I am awake until the cue flashes again.  
 
I “awaken” to feel the mask on my face. I hear music and voices as 
well as a telephone conversation through the mask. I get up and go 
to the door of the room adjoining my hotel room and tell a woman 
there to keep the noise down. She looks at me with a puzzled 
expression as if she were thinking, “What the hell is this woman 
doing with a big black mask on her face hooked to a box she is 
carrying?”  
 
I am in bed with a young man who wants to make love to me, but 
notices I am wearing the DreamStalker. I explain it to him.  
 

A note about frightening or unpleasant incorporations of cues 
 
As you read this catalog, you saw that the light cues weave 
themselves quite neatly into the fabric of dreams. Our minds try to 
make the lights into something normal from the waking world. The 
flashing lights do not always show up as something pleasant. In our 
waking lives, we see flashing lights frequently  
in the form of alarms, police car signals, fires and explosions. When 
these are the nearest explanation your dreaming mind can find for 
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the lights, then this is how the DreamStalker cue may appear. We 
have even had reports of people seeing the light in their dream as 
“the light of a thousand suns”—a nuclear explosion.  
 
This is not bad. The DreamStalker cue cannot hurt you, no matter 
what form it takes in the dream. And, appearances of the cue as 
“bad” lights give us the opportunity to practice objectively 
evaluating the signals we respond to in life, to ask ourselves, “Is it 
really dangerous? What does this really mean, and  
how can it help me?” In the case of the DreamStalker cue, it is there 
to tell you that you are dreaming and that you have the power to 
influence the course of your dream experience in a positive, 
constructive direction.  
 

Exercise: Looking for the Light 
 
1. Begin a list of lights.  
Make a list titled, “Lights in the Waking World.” Now, look around 
you and notice each source of light in your immediate environment, 
room, or wherever. List them on your sheet of paper. Examples 
could be: the desk lamp, the computer screen, the reflection of a 
lamp in the mirror, the glint of sun in your  
eye. Don’t neglect reflections, electronic devices, or even very 
bright colors—the DreamStalker’s cues have appeared as each of 
these things in someone’s dream.  
 
2. Collect many examples of lights.  
Carry your list of lights with you during the day. When you see a 
source of light that is not yet on your list, add it. For example, you 
will see different kinds of lamps, traffic lights, fires, headlights, etc. 
If any kind of light strikes you as being unusual (a light bulb burns 
out, the light in a store seems too bright, someone drives past you 
on the road with their brights on, etc.) make a note of it.  
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3. Use lights as cues to do Reality Tests.  
Each time you notice a new source of light, do a Reality Test. 
Visualize yourself realizing that you are dreaming, becoming lucid, 
and doing something you can only do in a lucid dream (flying, for 
example).  
 
4. Make a habit of noticing lights everywhere.  
Continue to keep your written list of light sources until you have 
established a habit of observing the lighting in your environment 
and doing Reality Tests.  
 
 
 
Appendix: Storage & maintenance 
  
When your DreamStalker is off, it switches to economy mode. 
Nevertheless, you have to remove batteries if you are going to store 
it for long time. For short periods keep the device turned off in a 
dark place, with batteries installed. (For instance, in opaque box or 
in a desk drawer). Use only non-rechargeable 1,5V batteries. 
ALKALINE batteries are preferable for extended lifetime.  
DO NOT USE RECHARCHABLE BATTERIES! DO NOT WIPE THE DEVICE 
WITH SOLVENTS OR ANY OTHER LIQUIDS! KEEP THE DEVICE IN 
CLEAN PLACE; KEEP ITS ELECTRONIC PARTS AWAY FROM ANY 
IMPURITY AND DUST, FOR IMPURITY OF THE MICROCONTROLLER 
OR OF SOME OTHER PARTS MAY RESULT IN DEVICE MISOPERATION. 
REMOVE IMPURITIES WITH SOFT DRY COTTON CLOTH OR WITH 
COTTON DISK; USE CLEAN BRUSH TO REACH DIFFICULT PARTS OF 
THE DEVICE. DO NOT PASS THE BOARD REMOVED FROM THE 
DEVICE,TO ANOTHER PERSON'S HANDS; DO NOT PLACE THE DEVICE 
ONTO METAL OBJECTS – THESE PRECAUSIONS WILL HELP SAVE IT 
FROM STATIC DISCHARGE (PARTUCULARLY IN WINTER TIME).  
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LIMITED WARRANTY 
 
This warranty covers all defects in material and workmanship for 12 
months from the date of original purchase, or the date of shipment 
from  
"Computeria" Ltd. to the purchaser, whichever is later. This 
warranty does not cover damage to or deterioration of 
DreamStalker components  
resulting from accident, misuse, neglect, unauthorized repair or 
failure to follow instructions in the manual. This warranty does not 
cover  
units that have been modified or altered.  
NO CLAIM FOR WARRANTY WILL BE HONORED WITHOUT PROOF OF 
PURCHASE.  
The manufacturer's website: http://www.mindmachine.ru.  
You can also ask your questions and get additional information on 
the DreamStalker at our special forum: 
http://www.mindmachine.ru/viewforum.php?f=7. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 


